INDIA

Bombay Air, 11078 kHz, 06 FEB 1975

Bombay Air, 16450 kHz, 03 MAR 1976

Calcutta Air, 8132 kHz, 01 FEB 1975

Delhi Meteo to Tehran Meteo, Iran, 18400 kHz, 28 JUN 1977

Delhi Meteo, 19400 kHz, 07 OCT 1975

IN Bombay, 16922 kHz, 08 APR 1976

IN Bombay, 18745 kHz, 17 MAR 1975
IN Bombay to IN Tuticorin, 19625 kHz, 07 NOV 1978

TEST THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG 1234567890 DE VTN VTK DE VTN R N917 NNNN RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRY

IN Cochin to IN Tuticorin, 25085 kHz, 08 NOV 1978

MMM PPP
CONGRESS IS OPPOSED BY THAKARBHAI PATEL OF ORGANISATION

INFOIND Delhi, 23130 kHz, 19 MAY 1975

FROM FOREIGN NEW DELHI TO INDEMBASSY MOSCOW FOR SOFIA
-------------------
I REFYOURTEL OF FOURTEENTH OCTOBER (. ) PURCHASE OF ADDITIONAL FURNITURE COSTING RUPEES THIRTY FIVE THOUSAND FOR NEWLY RENTED FLATS OF FIRST SECRETARY AND HIS P.A. APPROVED (. ) FORMAL SANCTION WILL FOLLOW (. )
===
-------------------
THI 1114/06 GMT

MFA Delhi to Indian E Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 16373 kHz, 06 NOV 1975